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Decentralizing
Digital Authentication
from e-Commerce to NFT-Commerce

"Counterfeit Goods"

1. Problem

The international trade of counterfeit goods reached $1.8tn in 2020 up from $1.2tn in 2017, a
staggering volume only expected to keep growing.1)
The luxury goods seized by law enforcement agencies consist mainly of watches, leather goods,
and branded sunglasses. Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Prada, Fendi, Gucci, and Dior topped the most
counterfeited brands. They are affordable to produce, infringing well-known brands and can be
easily sold in any corner of the planet for a quick profit with limited consequences in case of seizure.
Although the Global Brand Protection Report states that losses due to the online sale of
counterfeits amounted to $32 billion in 2017, it is difficult to estimate the actual figures.2)

“Main Challenges”
Several issues are derived from the sheer size of counterfeits circulating in primary and resale
markets:
•

Brand

Affected substantially by counterfeited goods
on the brand’s sales and reputation

•

Reseller

Expend a considerable amount of capital
on in-house or third party authentication

•

Customer

Spend additional time and money
for paper-based certifying and authenticator burden

•

Market

Suffer constantly from ‘endless distrust’,
which discourages circular economy
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Vision: What We Are Aiming For

2. Vision and
Mission

Built on Solana, MonsterX is an NFT-Commerce platform, integrating physical commodities and
standardizing secured transactions with NFT technology for the global resale and collectibles market.

Mission: MonsterX
•

creates Commodity NFTs tied to physical commodities for digital certifications in real
economy transactions;

•

offers two sources of liquidity – (1) traditional liquidity measured by token market trading
volume and (2) the commodity liquidity boosted by multi reseller model; and,

•

establishes a digital authentication standard to empower P2P transactions in the global
resale/collectibles market.

Disrupting the Existing Dynamics
MonsterX enables traditional resellers and authenticators to create digital certificates by providing
blockchain technology and financial liquidity through the Commodity NFT structure.
Secured transactions, lower fees, and transparent price access to collectibles will attract individuals and
sellers alike to participate in the MonsterX ecosystem.
Once a critical user base is reached, MonsterX will pursue a global standard for NFT-based
authentication on Solana, which provides a fast, secure, and censorship-resistant infrastructure. On
top of that, MonsterX will help its participants further their expertise and gather with prominent
luxury/collectible sellers.

Luxury brands have centralized
business models, producing in-house,
owning the distribution, and
controlling prices. On the contrary, the
resale market is decentralized by
nature: no production, highly
fragmented channels, incoherent
prices, and exposure to counterfeit
products. NFT is a perfect fit for the
resale and collectibles markets.

Revitalizing
Trust

Re-commerce Is Here to Stay

3. Market

In 2018, the global luxury market – consisting of apparel, beauty, handbags, jewelry, watches, and shoes
- totaled $260 billion.3) Assuming about 40% of the total market is recyclable (40% of consumers
consider the item’s resale value before purchase), the second-hand luxury market can be as large as
$100 billion annually.4)
Furthermore, people have an innate propensity to collect, which drives purchases of collectible goods
like art, coins, militaria, stamps, sports memorabilia, toys and more. It’s the $370 billion collectibles
industry that perhaps offers the most intriguing possibilities as we look to the future.5)
Digital authentication began to appeal to collectors because it is impossible to counterfeit, and
technology can be used to prove each item’s rarity and historical significance. Almost any ‘real-world
item’ can be adapted in this way.
This industry is effectively re cession-proof. Du ring the 2008-2009 financial crisis, we saw an upt ick
in supply as consumers needed to monetize assets (i.e., their watches). Even though there was some
pressure on selling prices, resellers took advantage of acquiring supply at lower costs.6)
We believe that the resale/collectible market has a lot of room for growth, benefitting from: (i) robust
mid to single-digit growth, and (ii) the circular economy increasingly becoming more popular among
younger consumers.

Highly Fragmented, Cost-consuming, Immature in P2P Transaction
Authentication is key to the second-hand market’s growth. Historically, given the luxury goods’ high
appeal and high selling prices, counterfeiters have long been selling fakes, posing a severe threat to all
resellers. Adding to that, the authentication process is highly fragmented, lacking universal norms,
forcing buyers to waste time and money, ultimately hindering the P2P market development.

Industry Is Moving 7)
•

eBay Authenticate & Poshmark Authenticate

Key resale marketplaces launching their luxury-focused programs have become a thing; see “eBay Authenticate” and “Poshmark Authenticate.”
While these programs provide authentication with a flat commission fee of 80%, we note they charge an authentication fee for items below $500,
and have a relatively narrow assortment. “eBay Authenticate” operates under a consignment model but only deals on Women’s handbags.
Meanwhile, “Poshmark Authenticate” does accept all luxury goods; however, after authentication, items are shipped back to sellers, adding costs.
•

The RealReal’s In-house Authentication

The RealReal, the U.S. resale market leader, implements a multi-point, brand-specific authentication process and currently employs more than
100 trained authenticators. For jewelry and watches, The RealReal includes an authentication certificate. While few competitors provide
authentication services, building out the infrastructure for acquiring supply and authentication is burdensome and requires time and capital.
•

Farfetch’s Second Life

Farfetch has recently launched its resale platform under the moniker “Second Life.” The program is relatively new and is currently only available
in Europe. Farfetch pays out customers immediately upon reviewing products – only in Farfetch credit indicating Farfetch owns the inventory. We
believe customers would prefer a cash payment option other than Farfetch credit, which should be an opportunity for MonsterX.
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“Bricks Meet Clicks”

4. MonsterX
Platform

MonsterX tackles the market inefficiency and challenges associated with the consignment to
reduce frictions and make the buy and sell process user-friendly and efficient. Moreover, a
consistent and rigorous authentication standard will enable resellers (or even customers) for
repeated purchases and consignments.
Notably, we increasingly see the blending of “bricks” and “clicks” as digitally native platforms
continue to partner with physical retailers to drive both businesses.
No transaction fees are required. We expect MonsterX creates values from other services such as
advertisement, search exposure, direct consignment resales, among others.

Phase 1: Re-engineering the traditional consignment market
MonsterX will provide a series of Commodity NFTs. Each Commodity NFT project can cover a
broad range of asset classes including second-hand luxuries, arts, celebrity goods, etc., and can track
any traded commodities. Namely, one of Commodity NFT’s key strengths is that it brings a wide
range of rare items within reach that might otherwise be difficult to access efficiently. Each
Commodity NFT project will be set up based on a subset of brands or items. The first project is
curated under ‘MonsterX Rolex Project No. 1’, which will be consist of 3 Rolex models – Daytona,
Submariner and Datejust.

The MonsterX establishes financial liquidity through the sales of $MOX Token, the utility token of MonsterX, and help Authorized Resellers or
e-Commerce platforms. These partners source and resell the pre-defined commodities by the Commodity NFT projects, and the dividends are
paid to MonsterX for providing financial liquidity. MonsterX liquidity provider charges to Authorized Resellers would be less expensive than
other financing costs in the capital market – MonsterX do not levy front-end charges, early redemption penalties, or exit charges. Effectively, the
dividend income will add values to $MOX. MonsterX Team believes that providing financial liquidity to resellers plays a critical role to attract
resellers to the ecosystem and expand the NFT base rapidly.
MonsterX supports an extensive multi-point, brand-specific authentication process with major resale/authentication partners in the key
regions (U.S., Europe, and Korea). MonsterX will attract those partners as MonsterX Community members by distributing them $MOX Token.
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MonsterX Platform Transaction Flow
•

•

MonsterX Platform presents a series of Commodity NFT Projects, Covering NFT based digital
authentication for certain models of second hand luxuries or collectibles, called ‘Creation Unit
(CU)’ , under each commodity NFT project.
Each Project will define its own CU.

$MOX Token Holders

•
•

By investing in $MOX Token, a fixed rate of annualized staking reward will be provided.
Token Holders will be rewarded for token value appreciation.

Staking

•
•

By staking $MOX Token, a fixed rate of annualized staking reward will be provided.
Based on the staking amount, a priority to purchase each project is given, owning a fraction of each
Commodity NFT Project. (e.g. Rolex watches).

•

MonsterX provides financial liquidity to Authorized Resellers(“AR”). Using the $MOX Token liquidity, the
ARs Collect corresponding CU (e.g. Rolex watches) for each Commodity NFT Project.
Those commodities will be minted by the ARs with its authentication features (e.g serial number) via
MonsterX Plaform - NFT-linked Commodities.

Commodity NFT Project

Authorized Resellers

Commodity Listing / Curation

MonsterX Platform

•

•
•

MonsterX curates NFT-linked Commodities and track transaction records such as Cryptopunks.
Conversion from $MOX Token to other fiat currencies will be provided.

•

The NFTs can be tracked with transaction record and sales price. The relevant data can be found on
MonsterX Platform.

Phase 2: Fostering a P2P transaction ecosystem
Once MonsterX establishes its critical number of Commodity NFT bases, the next milestone is to foster direct P2P transactions. Sellers can upload
their item details with a simple curation through MonsterX Platform
Each Commodity NFT can be traded at any time, and pricing is continuous throughout the day. It may trade at a premium or discount to the
underlying commodity. However, the difference would be minimal given the NFT price essentially reflects the value of the ‘real’ commodity in
the ‘real’ world. Thus, buyers do not have the problem of Commodity NFT trading at big discounts.
Potential buyers know the commodity’s first authenticator, current holdings, and price suggested by competitors, and these data will be recorded on
Solana blockchain via MonsterX Platform. Eventually, Commodity NFT will become a de-facto authentication standard in the global resell/collectible
market, and MonsterX provides a cost-effective route to secure transactions.
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Commodity NFT: Digital certificate verified by official authenticators

5. Technical
Features

Commodity NFT is a physical commodity’s digital certification minted through MonsterX protocol
on Solana network. The digital certification includes the product description such as serial number,
manufacturer, initial purchase date, production date, resale authenticator, etc.
Brand markings, date codes, serial tags, and hologram stickers will be thoroughly inspected by the
authenticators. After that, all the goods’ significant features will be converted into a digital image
coupled with a unique Commodity NFT. MonsterX is one of the first protocol with an extensive
network of authenticators, providing free authentications for all curated projects. While the current
resale certificates are not easily verifiable online, MonsterX utilizes the Solana network and NFT
feature to help authenticators issue globally acceptable non-fungible digital certifications.
$MOX Token: Cryptocurrency supporting transactions
$MOX, utility token issued by MonsterX, can be used for staking and payment to purchase
Commodity NFT Projects and other commodities listed on MonsterX Platform. By investing in
$MOX Token, token holders also support the MonsterX NFT-based digital authentication project.
Wallet Linkage
MonsterX Platform supports Solana-based wallets to store NFTs and other crypto currencies,
including $MOX. Other type of wallets can be added on MonsterX Platform in 2022.

B2B/B2C platform for commodity listing and curating
MonsterX is an open marketplace for resale luxury goods and collectibles to be traded freely and
securely among peers using a NFT-linked digital certification and $MOX Tokens. MonsterX allows
users to upload, publish, and sell their minted NFTs. Authenticators or individuals can upload
NFT-linked Commodity. It will use smart contracts to control NFTs auctions and transactions. The
supply and demand become automatically integrated into the system with several features of
Minting, Staking, Auto Pricing, Ranking, etc.

Minting
Minting allows authenticators to create or import digital certificates, minting into NFTs for validation of authenticity.

Staking
Combining DeFi and NFT features, MonsterX provides Commodity NFT Projects to stake unique NFTs and tokens to win mining rewards.
•
•
•

Select pool: Choose the Project pool you want to participate in. The APY (Annual Percentage Yield) of each pool is different. Users
can assess their return based on the following formula. Daily output per user = Daily output of the mining pool * Staked amount /
Total staked amount.
Stake NFTs or Tokens: Load your Solana-based wallet with NFTs or Tokens and stake them in a chosen pool. You can participate in
multiple pools.
Receive rewards: The daily credit amount varies and is based on the NFTs or Token staked. Our goal is to create a fair competition
system between all holders without excluding any group of participants.

Auto Pricing: Massive data AI-based
Pricing transparency will be one of the key drivers to lessen consumers’ initial resistance to reselling - lack of knowledge/confidence in the value
they will receive for their products. MonsterX will have an automated pricing system model based on the open token platform, considering various
aspects of the product (brand, specific style, year, color, etc.) that drives the product’s demand and sets its price.
Ranking
The MonsterX system has set up transaction rankings, which are mainly divided into works transaction rankings, seller rankings and buyer
rankings, mainly based on transaction volume statistics. MonsterX encourages users to mint or trade more NFTs

Smart Contract Escrow Service
The Escrow Service ensures the safe delivery of the digital certificate and the physical commodities. It facilitates the payment to the seller and the
commodity NFT to the buyer upon fulfillment of physical commodity delivery.

Maintenance Records
Once a Commodity NFT is issued, any repair or maintenance record by authorized authenticators on MonsterX can be updated and viewed by
potential buyers.

Phase 1- Where MonsterX is needed the most

6. Roadmap

Timeline

Tech Features

Other Operations

Notes

H2 2021

•
•
•
•

Commodity NFT
$MOX Token
Wallet Linkage
MonsterX webbased Platform

•

Launch of
MonsterX
Community

•

Focus on the
second-hand
luxury market
1. Watches (Rolex,
Piaget,
Audemars
Piguet etc)
2. Bags (Channel,
Hermes, LV, etc.)

H1 2022

•

Smart Contract
Escrow Service

•

Commodity NFT
Project Pool
Engagement with
Authorized Resellers (Developing the Reseller
Reward Model)
NFT-linked Commodity Listing

•

Target Korea,
Singapore and
Hong Kong in the
Phase 1

•

•

Phase 2- Where MonsterX displays scalability and interoperability
Timeline

Tech Features

Other Operations

H2 2022

•

•

Auto Pricing

Notes

Secure 10+ major
resellers

•

Continue expansion
ton to the U.S., and
Europe
• Enter the rare
collectible markets
1. Culture (Art, Music,
Film, etc.)
2. Collectibles (K-POP
Star Goods, etc.)

H1 2023

Phase 3- Where MonsterX can maximize scalability
Collaborate with major global brands: apply $MOX Token to new products

Timeline

Tech Features

Other Operations

Notes

H2 2023

•

•

•

Maintenance
Records

Collaboration
with major global
brands for
standardization of
a global NFTbased certification

Further
expansion to
other types of
goods

7. Tokenomics

Ticker
Token Standard
Token Supply
Total Tokens for Sale
Initial Market Value (USD)

$MOX
SOL
1,000,000,000
100,000,000
1,000,000

Pursuing Lean Start-up alongside MonsterX Community
Community
Staking
Foundation
Team
Funding (Public + Private)
Advisor

25%
20%
20%
20%
10% (3.33% + 6.67%)
5%

20%
5%
Community
Staking

25%

10%

Tokenomics

Foundation
Team
Funding
Advisor

20%
20%

Founders

8. Team and
Advisors

MonsterX has 4 founding members:
2 from Investment Banking, 1 from Tech Giants, and 1 from Online Retailing

Wesley is an investment banker who specializes in digital sector
with a PhD in industrial engineering

Hans is an early crypto investor and founded a digital marketing
company which serves major tech companies in China

Brian runs a Chia node and has a private equity background in
climate investment

Jay is a full-stack developer with big data and AI background,
working at a major tech giant

Advisors
4 from Venture Capital
3 from Entertainment Industry
1 from Collectibles Market
2 from Legal

Mon ste rX
NFT

